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The marine natural product hemicalide displays potent anti-
cancer activity. While detailed NMR experiments established the
planar carbon skeleton, its full configurational assignment
proved enigmatic. This Review summarises ongoing synthetic

efforts and NMR studies on hemicalide, which have succeeded
in reducing the number of possible stereoisomers from more
than one million to a more manageable eight structures, setting
the stage for a focused total synthesis campaign.

1. Introduction

Marine organisms are a valuable source of novel biologically active
compounds and potential drug candidates, where their diverse
range of bioactivities have resulted in the clinical validation of
many promising compounds.[1] In particular, cytotoxic natural
products isolated from marine organisms have provided a rich
source of novel chemotherapeutic agents, especially in an
anticancer context.[2] Postulated to be a source of chemical
defense for sessile organisms, these marine-derived secondary
metabolites have evolved to be highly efficient at target
binding.[3,4] Their potent biological activity typically only results in
minute quantities generated by the microbial producer, which
consequently can result in a vanishingly low isolation yield,
insufficient for comprehensive structural or mode of action
elucidation. Their scarcity, coupled with the structural complexity
that often typifies these natural products, renders full or partial
chemical synthesis a necessity to solve their 3D molecular
structures,—a prerequisite for downstream studies in the context
of their potential development as novel therapeutic agents.[5]

First appearing in the patent literature in 2011, hemicalide (1,
Figure 1) is no exception to the challenges outlined above. The
complex marine polyketide was isolated from the sponge Hemi-
mycale sp. collected around the Torres Islands of Vanuatu by a
team supported by the CNRS-Pierre Fabre Laboratories and the
Institut de Recherche pour le Développement. Bioassay-guided
fractionation from 5 kg of hemimycale sp. afforded 0.5 mg of the
active component hemicalide.[6] From this material, mass spec-

trometry and extensive 1D and 2D NMR spectroscopic studies
enabled the derivation of a planar structure consisting of an
elaborate, highly oxygenated, 46-carbon chain backbone. An
account of this remarkable feat of structural assignment is
provided by Marcourt and Massiot with a companion article in this
issue.[7] In brief, their detailed interrogation of the NMR data
revealed four major stereoclusters: a contiguous polypropionate
stereohexad (C8–C13), an α,β-dihydroxylactone-containing stereo-
pentad (C18–C24), a polyacetate-derived stereotetrad (C27–C32)
and an α-hydroxylactone-containing stereopentad (C36–C42).[6]

Alongside an isolated C45 hydroxyl-bearing stereocentre, this
structural analysis indicated that hemicalide possesses 21 stereo-
centres. Unfortunately, further derivatisation or degradation
studies to ascertain both the relative and absolute configuration
were not conducted owing to the extremely meagre material
supply, leaving all 21 stereocentres unassigned.

From the submilligram sample of isolated material, however,
hemicalide was found to be highly cytotoxic, registering picomolar
IC50 levels across a number of cancer cell lines. Preliminary
mechanistic studies pointed towards a novel mode of microtubule
destabilisation.[6] At a dose of 5–50 nM, immunohistochemical
labeling of α-tubulin in HeLa cells resulted in no microtubular
skeleton for cells in interphase. Mitotic cells additionally were
found arrested in prometaphase without microtubules.[6] Other
well-known antimitotic natural products, such as paclitaxel,
epothilone B and discodermolide inhibit microtubule formation
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Figure 1. Planar structure of hemicalide (1) highlighting major stereoclusters.
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during the metaphase/anaphase boundary.[8] These observations
suggest that hemicalide inhibits the formation of the microtubular
network in a novel manner; a valuable property as a potential
anticancer agent in light of rising drug resistance towards existing
cancer chemotherapeutics.[9] Despite the promising biological
effects exhibited by hemicalide from nascent investigations,
further elucidation of its mode of action and, critically, subsequent
preclinical development cannot occur if its precise 3D molecular
architecture is left undetermined. In this case, the 21 unassigned
stereocentres of hemicalide produce 221 possible stereoisomers.
Excluding enantiomers, this results in over one million (1048576)
possible diastereomeric permutations for the natural product.

The alluring combination of hemicalide’s natural scarcity
and impressive biological properties, encased in a complex yet
intractably enigmatic structure, led to our involvement in
pursuing its complete configurational assignment,[10-13] and
ultimately targeting its total synthesis. Armed with the 1D 1H
and 13C NMR data listed in the patent application as the only
leads in this “stereo-mystery“ detective case, we embarked on
this adventurous journey of discovery in 2013. This Review
outlines how multipronged ab initio NMR studies, in synergy
with carefully planned fragment syntheses, have enabled the
confident assignment of the relative configuration of 19 of the
21 stereocentres in hemicalide. Together with all possible
remaining permutations between the stereoclusters, these
cumulative studies have enabled the possible set of diaster-
eomers of hemicalide to be narrowed down to eight, setting
the stage now for a focused total synthesis campaign.

2. Assignment and Synthesis of the C8–C13
Stereohexad

Our involvement towards the stereochemical determination of
hemicalide follows on the back of insightful studies conducted by
Ardisson et al. Operating under the initial assumption that remote
stereocentres minimally affect the chemical shifts of isolated
stereoclusters, the Ardisson group commenced their investiga-
tions. Within the C8–C13 stereohexad, an astute observation of an

unusually upfield shifted Me12 in the 13C NMR spectra alluded to a
syn-syn relationship for the C10–C13 stereotriad.[14,15] The same
phenomenon was not observed for Me10, ruling out a syn-syn
relationship for the substituents across C9–C11 and indicating that
the stereotriad likely contains a syn-anti, anti-syn or an anti-anti
configuration (Scheme 1). These two key observations reduced the
number of diastereomers to consider from 32 down to six.
Following the synthesis of all six candidate diastereomers (2a–2f)
and detailed NMR spectroscopic comparisons with the natural
product data, Ardisson concluded diastereomer 2a was the best
match to hemicalide.

During this time, advances in quantum mechanical NMR
chemical shift predictions led to the development of the DP4
algorithm, enabling the assignment of a probability score to a
given candidate diastereomer being correct relative to the
experimental spectra. This is achieved through ab initio calcula-
tions of 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts for each candidate
diastereomer. Comparing the differences between the theoretical
chemical shifts with the experimental data via the DP4 algorithm
gives rise to an overall probability for the candidate diastereomer
fitting the experimental data. Operating under the same assump-
tion that remote stereocentres minimally affect the chemical shifts
of a region under investigation, Smith and Goodman examined
this truncated fragment via a Gauge-including atomic orbital
(GIAO)-NMR shift prediction methodology (termed DP4f for virtual
fragments).[16] Through a comprehensive analysis of all 32
candidate diastereomers (a representative set is shown in
Scheme 2; 2a–2i), they independently arrived at the same
conclusion regarding the most likely relative configuration of the
stereohexad in the C1–C15 fragment in 2a.[16] At this point,
spectroscopic validation provided in the form of stereodefined
synthesis by the Ardisson group, and independently verified
through ab initio computational means by Smith and Goodman
enabled the determination of six stereocentres (C8–C13) of
hemicalide. This preliminary detective work served to reduce the
number of stereochemical permutations down to 216 (15 unknown
stereocentres+unknown absolute configuration of C8–C13 re-
gion), or 32768 (215) excluding enantiomers.

Building on these secure foundations, we then embarked
on a focused synthetic campaign, paying particular attention
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towards developing a route that would enable the facile
synthesis of both candidate enantiomers required to probe the
diastereomeric relationship between this fragment with the

remainder of the natural product.[17] The synthesis of the C1–
C15 fragment began with an Evans syn-aldol reaction of 3 with
4 to generate adduct 5 (Scheme 3). Subsequent manipulations
revealed aldehyde 6, which engaged with ketone 7 via a 1,4-syn
boron-mediated aldol reaction to give 8. Following protection,
the final stereocentre was set through a diastereoselective
reduction to generate fragment 9. The full C1–C15 vinyl iodide
10 was then generated in four steps, and could be transformed
to the corresponding vinyl stannane 11 to ensure flexibility in
the anticipated downstream fragment union step. The uni-
formly high diastereoselectivity of this route permitted the
synthesis of both enantiomers of the C1–C15 fragment (10, 11
and ent-10, ent-11).

3. DP4-Enabled Reassignment of the C18–C24
Region

For the C18–C24 region, NOE and coupling constant analyses
strongly suggested a 19,22-anti relationship, enabling Ardisson
to narrow down the set of possible diastereomers to four
candidates.[18]

Synthesis of all four diastereomers 12a–d and comparing
their NMR data to hemicalide led to the conclusion that the
diastereomer 12a, containing the 18,19-anti relationship, was
the most likely candidate (Scheme 4). Ardisson’s 18,19-anti
assignment hinged upon a qualitative comparison of the H19
proton signal in their model fragment, reasoning that the
18,19-anti diastereomer, which exhibited a ddd multiplicity, was
a closer match for the experimental hemicalide data compared
to the 18,19-syn relationship.

Analogously, we applied the DP4 methodology to ascertain
the relative configuration within this region. Using a model diene
fragment, ab initio NMR calculations and analysis of all 16
diastereomers revealed only two candidates 13a and 13b that
scored meaningful probabilities for consideration. Interestingly,

Scheme 1. Diagnostic methyl 13C NMR resonances narrows the polypropio-
nate region down to six diastereomers (2a–2f) ; synthesis and spectroscopic
comparison revealed 2a being the best match for the natural product.

Scheme 2. DP4 analysis of all 32 diastereomers conducted by Smith and
Goodman (representative structures 2a–2 i) provided orthogonal corrobo-
ration for the assignment in 2a.

Scheme 3. Synthesis of vinyl iodide 10 and vinyl stannane 11.
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however, DP4 calculations identified diastereomer 13b (Scheme 5)
as the most likely candidate with very high confidence (99%),[19]

which contradicted Ardisson’s assignment with its key 18,19-syn
relationship (13a). Notably, the latter assignment was considered
highly improbable through DP4 analysis (1%).

Seeking to resolve these contradictory observations, we
sought to corroborate the DP4 prediction through a targeted
synthesis of a model dihydroxylactone truncate bearing an
18,19-syn configuration (Scheme 6). This commenced with a
boron-mediated aldol reaction between ketone 14 and alde-
hyde 15-derived from the same Roche ester 16-to form adduct
17. A four-step sequence (protection, aldol addition, lactonisa-
tion and dehydration) gave 18. This was then dihydroxylated to

install the remaining two stereocentres in 19. From here, a Stille
cross-coupling with stannane 20 afforded model fragment 21
containing the 18,19-syn configuration, which was a much
closer spectroscopic match to hemicalide than Ardisson’s
original proposed assignment in 12a. In particular, the
diagnostic H19 proton signal possessed near identical chemical
shift, multiplicity and coupling constant measurements. Inde-
pendently, Ardisson and Cossy et al. arrived at the same
conclusion as indicated in the reassignment to a 18,19-syn
configuration in their later publication.[20]

Assisted by DP4 calculations, this synthetic effort provided a
more confident elucidation of this region, securing the identity
of five more stereocentres leading to 11 of the 21 stereocentres
assigned. This then reduces the number of possible candidate
diastereomers down to 212 (10 unknown stereocentres+

unknown absolute configurations for the C8–C13 and C18–C24
regions), or 2048 (211) excluding enantiomers. Notably, the route
to assemble intermediate 19 from the chiral pool precursor 16
enabled the ready generation of the enantiomer, which was
executed en route towards solving the configurational relation-
ship between the C1–C13 and C18–C24 regions.

4. Synthesis-Enabled Assignment between the
C1–C13 and C18–C24 Regions

With the confident assignment of the C1–C13 and the C18–C24
regions, the next unknown was the diastereomeric relationship
between the two stereoclusters. Initial forays into this were
undertaken by the Ardisson and Cossy groups, who first
reported a synthesis of the C1–C25 truncate 22 (Figure 2)
featuring the initially-assigned 18,19-anti configuration in the

Scheme 4. Ardisson’s assignment of the C18–C24 dihydroxylactone.

Scheme 5. DP4 predicted diastereomer for the C18–C24 dihydroxylactone.

Scheme 6. Synthesis of model truncate 21 for NMR comparison revealed
that hemicalide possesses the 18,19-syn configuration.
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dihydroxylactone fragment.[21] Following our reassignment, the
Ardisson and Cossy groups disclosed a revised synthesis of their
C1–C27 fragment to contain the updated 18,19-syn configura-
tion in 23.[20] Analysis of the NMR deviations between truncates
22 and 23 (containing the revised 18,19-syn configuration)
provided further affirmation for our dihydroxylactone reassign-
ment (Table 1), with 23 bearing the revised stereochemistry
resulting in a far closer match to the spectroscopic data for
hemicalide (23: Σ jΔδH j =0.26 ppm; Σ jΔδC j =3.8 ppm) com-
pared with truncate 22 (Σ jΔδH j =0.76 ppm; Σ jΔδC j =

10.9 ppm). In both 22 and 23, the Ardisson and Cossy groups
targeted a 13,18-anti relationship between the two fragments;
one of the two possible permutations present in hemicalide.
Considering that the revised truncate represents over half of
the molecular structure, the comparatively large total 1H and 13C
deviations obtained in 23 (Σ jΔδH j =0.26 ppm; Σ jΔδC j =

3.8 ppm) and the absence of the alternative 13,18-syn diaster-
eomer for comparison led us to suspect that the reported
13,18-anti configuration may be a red herring.

We initially sought to probe this problem computationally,
but this was found to be impractical given the size and, in
particular, the flexibility of the truncates in question. As such,
we turned towards stereodefined synthesis to assist the relative
configurational assignment between the C1–C13 and the C18–
C24 fragment.[17] Specifically, we aimed to generate two
candidate diastereomers (13,18-syn and 13,18-anti) for the C1–
C28 fragment containing the C1–C15 region and the revised
C16–C24 region to undertake high-resolution NMR spectro-
scopic comparisons.

From intermediate ent-19, completion of the C16–C28
fragment 24 required five steps (Scheme 7). Exploratory studies
indicated that the planned Stille cross-coupling was best
executed using a C1–C15 stannane 11. By coupling 24 with
either 11 or ent-11, the 13,18-syn and 13,18-anti diastereomers
25a and 25b of the C1–C28 region were obtained. These were
then transformed into model acid truncates 26a and 26b in
four steps. Detailed 1H and 13C NMR comparisons between
13,18-syn 26a, 13,18-anti 26b with hemicalide revealed that the
13,18-syn configuration in 26a (Σ jΔδH j =0.05 ppm; Σ jΔδC j =

0.8 ppm) was a much closer match than the alternative 13,18-
anti configuration in 26b (Σ jΔδH j =0.08 ppm; Σ jΔδC j =

1.7 ppm) and in acid 23 containing the 13,18-anti
configuration[21] (Table 2, Figure 3).

During the initial investigation into the C1–C13 region of
hemicalide, Ardisson et al. noticed significant deviations in
chemical shifts in the C1–C7 trienoic acid region of their
fragments from hemicalide, though notably the perturbations
did not extend into the aliphatic region (C8 onwards).[14] They
proposed that these deviations were attributed to hemicalide
likely being isolated as the carboxylate salt rather than the free
acid. To test this hypothesis, we fully deprotonated our acid
fragments 26a and 26b to obtain their corresponding sodium
salts (27a and 27b) to assess if these samples would then

Figure 2. Ardisson and Cossy’s 13,18-anti configured truncates.

Table 1. Sum of absolute errors jΔ j (ppm)[a,b] for 22 and 23 synthesised by
Ardisson/Cossy compared to hemicalide (1).[6]

Entry Sum jΔ j 1H Max jΔ j 1H Sum jΔ j 13C Max jΔ j 13C

1. (13,18-anti-)
18,19-syn acid
23[21]

0.26 0.04 3.8 0.5

2. (13,18-anti-)
18,19-anti acid
22[20]

0.76 0.12 10.9 1.5

[a] Absolute errors taken for NMR shifts between C8-Me24.
[b] jΔ j =δ(Experimental shift) – δ(Reported shift), errors in ppm. Scheme 7. Synthesis of model truncate 26a and 26b for NMR comparison.
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provide closer matches to the natural product, to which we
observed poorer spectroscopic correlations. In conjunction with
the observation that the chemical shifts for the C1–C7 trienoic
acid region differed after HCl work up, after chromatography
and after complete deprotonation, this led us to believe that
hemicalide was analysed in its partially deprotonated form likely
to arise from multiple rounds of chromatography during its
purification. At this point, detailed spectroscopic comparison
through a synthesis-enabled venture enabled the confident
determination of the C1–C24 region of hemicalide down to a
single diastereomer, reducing the number of possible candidate
diastereomers for hemicalide down to 211 (10 unknown stereo-
centres+unknown absolute configuration for C1–C24 region),
or 1024 (210) excluding enantiomers.

5. Assignment and Synthesis of the C36–C46
Region

The C36–C46 hydroxylactone contains the final stereochemi-
cally rich fragment in hemicalide. Analogous to the assignment
of the C18–C25 dihydroxylactone, observation of key NOE
correlations and coupling constants allowed Ardisson/Cossy
et al. to conclusively secure the configuration of the δ-lactone
and reduce the number of diastereomers from 32 to eight
(Scheme 8).[22] During the course of their study, they found that
the distal nature of the C45 carbinol stereocentre relative to the
C36–C42 hydroxylactone meant that the two candidate C45
epimers were challenging to resolve through high-field NMR
spectroscopy. By arbitrarily defining the C45 stereocentre, they
further reduced the number of candidate diastereomers to four,
whereby the synthesis and in depth characterisation[23] of
candidate diastereomers 28a–28d and their spectroscopic
comparisons with hemicalide revealed 28a to be the best
match. In parallel, DP4 calculations performed on a model C36–
C46 fragment corroborated the relative configuration in 28a
proposed by the Ardisson/Cossy groups.[19,24] This provided
further orthogonal evidence for the C36–C46 region, enabling
the assignment of 16 of the 21 stereocentres in hemicalide,
leaving 27 (5 unknown stereocentres+unknown absolute
configurations for C1–C24 and C36–C42 regions) possible
stereoisomers, or 64 (26) candidates excluding enantiomers.

With a confident assignment, we next embarked on a focused
synthetic campaign targeting the configuration present in diaster-
eomer 28a.[25] Synthesis commenced with a boron-mediated aldol
reaction between Roche ester-derived ketone ent-14[19] and

Table 2. Sum of absolute errors jΔ j (ppm)[a,b] for each diastereomer
compared to the reported spectra of hemicalide (1).[6]

Entry Sum jΔ j 1H Max jΔ j 1H Sum jΔ j 13C Max jΔ j 13C

1. 13,18-syn acid
26a

0.05 0.01 0.8 0.1

2. 13,18-syn salt
27a

0.08 0.02 1.7 0.2

3.Acid 23[21] 0.26 0.04 3.8 0.5
4. 13,18-anti acid
26b

0.22 0.04 4.1 0.6

5. 13,18-anti salt
27b

0.22 0.04 4.3 0.7

[a] Absolute errors taken for NMR shifts between C8-Me24.
[b] jΔ j =δ(Experimental shift) – δ(Reported shift), errors in ppm.

Figure 3. Bar graph highlighting the 1H (left) and 13C (right) NMR chemical
shift differences between the reported 13,18-anti acid 23[21] (green), model
13,18-anti acid 26b (blue), model 13,18-syn acid 26a (orange) and
hemicalide (1) between H8/C8 and Me24, overlaid with a line graph for acid
26a. Reproduced from ref. [17].

Scheme 8. Assignment of the C36–C42 hydroxylactone region.
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aldehyde 29,[26] followed by silyl protection, to give 30 with high
diastereoselectivity (Scheme 9). Next, a two-step manipulation
involving a Peterson olefination afforded the acyclic Z-enoate 31.
At this point, a hydroxyl-directed hydrogenation of the enoate
olefin catalysed by Crabtree’s catalyst configured the C39 stereo-
centre. The intermediate saturated ester was then cyclised in situ
under acidic conditions to give the requisite δ-lactone 32.
Diastereoselective α-oxidation mediated by Davis oxaziridine
installed the final lactone stereocentre in 33.

At this point, we recalled an earlier observation regarding
the C27 ketone reduction towards generating model C1–C28
fragments. Echoing the observations reported by Ardisson/
Cossy et al., the distal epimeric C27 mixtures obtained minimally
impacted the chemical shifts for the remainder of the
molecule.[22] However, subtle and minute chemical shift differ-
ences were seen, alluding to the possibility of a synthesis-
enabled elucidation of the remote C45 carbinol stereocentre if
an in-house processed FID file for hemicalide could be
employed for direct NMR spectroscopic comparisons. With this
goal in mind, a four-step sequence gave enone 34, where
stereoselective reduction under Terashima conditions[27] was
found to best install the C45 stereocentre, flexibly delivering
the 42,45-anti (35a) and 42,45-syn diastereomer (35b) through

the choice of either antipode for the N-methylephedrine ligand.
A five-step sequence then afforded both diastereomers 36a
and 36b of the model diol for spectroscopic comparisons with
the natural product, enabled by the timely provision of the
original FID files from Dr Georges Massiot.

While both epimers were indeed spectroscopically similar,
they were distinguishable particularly with respect to in house
processed NMR spectra for hemicalide (Table 3). Extracting both
1H and 13C NMR chemical shift data to two decimal places for both
C45-epimeric C35–C46 fragments revealed that a 42,45-anti
relationship (36a; entry 1: Σ jΔH j =0.05 ppm; Σ jΔC j=0.38 ppm)
was a closer fit than the alternative 42,45-syn configuration (36b;
entry 2: Σ jΔH j =0.13 ppm; Σ jΔC j =0.67 ppm).[25] With four un-
known stereocentres remaining, this served to reduce the number
of possible diastereomers for hemicalide down to 32.

6. Synthesis-Enabled Assignment of the C31–
C46 Region

At this stage, 17 of the 21 stereocentres in hemicalide had been
assigned, corroborated both by synthesis and computational
studies. The four remaining unassigned stereocentres are
contained within the C27–C34 polyacetate region. We at-
tempted DP4 calculations to determine the most likely diaster-
eomer for the C27–C34 region. However, the region’s inherent
flexibility led to multiple low energy conformations, which
could not be further refined as the chemical shifts for the
methylene protons in this region were obscured in a 22H
multiplet in the 1H NMR spectrum for hemicalide. These
limitations meant that no candidate C25–C34 diastereomers
could be assigned with high confidence.[24]

In 2019, the Ardisson and Cossy teams reported the synthesis
of 37, corresponding to the full carbon skeleton of hemicalide
(Scheme 10) but with one residual silyl protecting group still in
place. This synthetic venture represented the first time the
polyacetate region was targeted, even though the four stereo-
centres appeared to be randomly assigned.[28] While large global

Scheme 9. Synthesis of model C36–C46 fragments for NMR comparison.

Table 3. Determination of the 42,45-anti configuration in hemicalide. Sum
of absolute errors jΔ j (ppm)[a,b] for each diastereomer compared to the
reported spectra of hemicalide (1).

Entry Sum jΔ j 1H Max jΔ j 1H Sum jΔ j 13C Max jΔ j 13C

1. 42,45-anti 36a 0.05 0.02 0.38 0.10
2. 42,45-syn 36b 0.13 0.05 0.67 0.20

[a] Absolute errors taken for NMR shifts between H/C39-H/C46. [b] jΔ j =
δ(experimental shift) – δ(reported shift), errors in ppm.

Scheme 10. Full carbon skeleton 37 of hemicalide as synthesised by Cossy,
Meyer et al. Comparison of 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts for C29–C35
region with the corresponding data for hemicalide does not support the
31,32-anti configuration.
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chemical shift deviations between 37 and hemicalide provided
compelling evidence that the natural product is likely to not
contain this configuration, this timely report gave valuable clues
towards the likely configuration within the C27–C34 region.
Notably, the large 13C chemical shift deviations, particularly
clustering around the 31,32-anti related stereocentres, was
considered to be a diagnostic indication that hemicalide likely
possesses the opposite 31,32-syn configuration relative to the
candidate structure pursued by the Ardisson and Cossy teams.

With this hypothesis in hand, we focused our campaign to
prepare both enantiomers of a suitable 31,32-syn fragment, with
the view to validate and establish both the configuration at C31

and C32, as well as establishing its relationship to the distal 1,5-
related C36–C46 region previously established. We envisaged
fragment union with either antipode of the C29–C35 region could
be readily achieved through olefin cross metathesis. To this end,
suitable C35–C46 alkene coupling partners 38a and 38b were
generated from intermediate 35a and 35b. The synthesis of the
corresponding C29–C35 alkene coupling partner commenced with
a Brown syn-crotylation of aldehyde 39 to set the 31,32-syn
configuration (Scheme 11). From here, four steps then afforded
the required fragment 40, with the opposite enantiomer (ent-40)
obtained using the enantiomeric crotylation agent.[25]

At the outset, we were aware that such distally located 1,4-
and 1,5-related stereoclusters would afford only minute chem-
ical shift differences. To secure a further form of spectroscopic
validation, we planned to generate three “encoded” fragments
with defined diastereomeric ratios such that each resonance
could be calibrated to the alternative diastereomer.[29] In
addition to this form of internal verification, this critically
enabled us to resolve each resonance to two decimal points. In
conjunction with an in house processed FID file for hemicalide,
this strategy was viewed to enable a more confident assertion
for any stereochemical conclusions to be made. To this end, we
performed parallel cross-metathesis operations with a config-
urationally pure 42,45-anti C35–C46 alkene 38a with 31,32-syn
C29–C35 alkene (85 :15 er), which generated the C29–C46
fragment 41a after deprotection as an 85 :15 mixture of 32,36-
anti and -syn diastereomer (with 32,36-syn being the minor
component). An analogous cross metathesis-deprotection se-
quence involving 31,32-syn ent-40 (85 : 15 er) generated the
alternative C29–C46 fragment 41b as an 85 :15 mixture of
32,36-syn and -anti diastereomer, with the minor component
matching 41a. Finally, to further confirm the veracity of C45,
42,45-syn C35–C46 alkene 38b containing an encoded 65 :35
mixture of epimers at C45 was coupled with 31,32-syn alkene
ent-40 to generate C29–C46 fragment 41c bearing 31,32-syn,
32,36-anti, 42,45-syn configuration as a 65 :35 mixture of
epimers at C45. All three candidate diastereomers were
subjected to high-resolution NMR comparison with hemicalide
(1; Table 4, Figure 4).[25]

Detailed comparisons with hemicalide first revealed that all
31,32-syn diastereomers (entries 1 to 3, Σ jΔH j <0.11 ppm; Σ j
ΔC j <2.86 ppm) contained much smaller chemical shift devia-
tions relative to the previously reported 31,32-anti configuration
in 37 (entry 4: Σ jΔH j =0.33 ppm; Σ jΔC j =8.48 ppm).[9] These
observations strongly supported our hypothesis in which the

Scheme 11. Synthesis of model C31–C46 triols for NMR comparison, each
containing encoded diastereomeric mixtures to aid spectroscopic differ-
entiation.

Table 4. Statistical summary of absolute errors jΔ j (ppm)[a,b] for each diastereomer compared to the reported NMR spectra of hemicalide (1).

Entry Sum jΔ j 1H Max jΔ j 1H Sum jΔ j 13C Max jΔ j 13C

1. 31,32-syn, 32,36-anti,
42,45-anti (41a)

0.06 0.04 1.57 0.81

2. 31,32-syn, 32,36-syn,
42,45-anti (41b)

0.11 0.04 2.72 0.72

3. 31,32-syn, 32,36-syn,
42,45-syn (41c)

0.10 0.03 2.86 0.73

4. Full skeleton diastereomer 37[28]

31,32-anti, 32,36-syn, 42,45-anti
0.33 0.14 8.48 1.32

[a] Absolute errors taken for 1H/13C NMR chemical shifts between H/C31–H/C46. [b] jΔ j =δ(experimental shift) – δ(reported shift), errors in ppm.
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natural product contains a 31,32-syn configuration. The 13C NMR
data proved especially diagnostic for the remaining stereo-
centres; a comparison of fragments 41c (42,45-syn) and 41b
(42,45-anti) with hemicalide further corroborated the 42,45-anti
configuration as determined above (entry 2: Σ jΔC j =2.72 ppm)
over the alternative 42,45-syn isomer (entry 3: Σ jΔC j =

2.86 ppm). Further comparison between 32,36-syn 41b (en-
try 2), 32,36-anti 41a (entry 1) with the parent natural product
conclusively gave smaller chemical shift deviations for the
32,36-anti diastereomer (entry 1: Σ jΔH j =0.06 ppm; Σ jΔC j =

1.57 ppm) over the alternative 32,36-syn diastereomer (entry 2:
Σ jΔH j =0.11 ppm; Σ jΔC j =2.72 ppm).[25] This synthesis-en-
abled venture, crucially facilitated through judicious incorpo-
ration of diastereomeric mixtures, further illuminated two of the
four remaining stereocentres. In combination with the C1–C24
region and now a single diastereomer of the C31–C46 region,
this leaves 24 (16) remaining stereoisomers, or eight possible
diastereomers remaining for hemicalide.

7. Conclusions and Outlook

With 21 unknown stereocentres and over a million permutations,
the incremental yet definitive assignment of 19 out of 21
stereocentres, corresponding to eight remaining diastereomers,
helps clear the impenetrable fog that has enveloped this
enigmatic natural product. Crucially, the path paved towards
visualising hemicalide‘s tantalising molecular architecture was
achieved through the synergism of contemporary forensic tools in
the form of ab initio DP4 calculations, as well as the judicious
execution of stereocontrolled synthesis.[30,31] Notably, the omission
of either technique would have significantly confounded the
progress towards solving this seemingly intractable problem.

With only eight diastereomers remaining, a focused total
synthesis campaign can now commence. Noting that the
remaining stereocentres (C27 and C29) are 1,3-related, a proposed
endgame strategy entails a diastereoselective aldol coupling
between a C1–C28 ketone 25a and a C29–C46 aldehyde 42 to
first configure C29 (Scheme 12). A subsequent diastereoselective
reduction would set the final C27 stereocentre. From here, O-
methylation, global desilylation followed by ester hydrolysis
should enable controlled access to all possible diastereomeric

permutations for high-resolution NMR spectroscopic comparisons.
Importantly, these proposed advanced intermediates are readily
attainable from our current synthetic routes. With the goal
towards potential preclinical development of this intriguing
natural product, any particularly close NMR hits with the natural
product data can also be tested in cancer cell lines. This “activity-
guided” approach is crucial, particularly in the absence of
chiroptical data, where the absolute configuration will need to be
inferred from biological data.

In conjunction with Marcourt and Massiot’s companion
article[7] detailing its isolation and spectroscopic analysis, this
Review provides a case report on the detective narrative of
hemicalide. While its structural enigma still requires a final
chapter to be fully solved, these collective discoveries exemplify
the power of stereocontrolled synthesis[5,32] in combination with
computational and experimental NMR analysis in assigning the
3D molecular architecture to such a hot target molecule.[33] Of
note, judiciously executed fragment synthesis remains espe-
cially pertinent and exceedingly powerful in this context, where
the absence of genetic data of the producing organism,[34] or
structurally analogous natural products fully preclude the
application of contemporary analytical techniques (e.g. gene
cluster analysis[34] and structure homology-assisted
assignments[35,36]) to aid hemicalide‘s configurational
elucidation.[5,33] These preliminary results give confidence that a
full structural assignment of a compound as complex as
hemicalide, from exceedingly sparse initial data, is indeed
possible by adopting this modus operandi. As demonstrated by
the ever improving NMR correlations presented herein, we are
optimistic that a fruitful pursuit towards unravelling the final
unknown issues in the hemicalide enigma will avoid its
relegation to a list of ”molecules that were never there”.[37]

Figure 4. Bar graph highlighting the 13C NMR chemical shift differences
between the C33–C46 diastereomers 41a (orange), 41b (blue) and 41c
(green) relative to hemicalide (1). Reproduced from ref. [25].

Scheme 12. Proposed endgame for hemicalide to access all eight remaining
diastereomers, and proposed workflow towards securing the absolute
configuration of hemicalide.
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REVIEW

This Review highlights how the
judicious and synergistic application
of computational NMR analysis and
stereocontrolled synthesis has
enabled the incremental assignment
of hemicalide-a complex and extraor-
dinarily bioactive marine polyketide
containing 21 unknown stereo-
centres.
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